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Abstract 
Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have traditionally been optimized manually based on the solutions to 
dynamic equations and intuition.  This paper presents the application of a multi-objective niched Pareto genetic 
algorithm (GA) to optimize a synthesized design of a MEM electric field sensor.  The geometry of the sensor design 
is evolved in order to meet the objectives of maximal displacement of at least 5μm, minimal stress, minimal 
temperature and a resonant frequency near 2kHz.  The algorithm gradually evolves a set of solutions towards a Pareto 
frontier in which no solution is better in all objectives than any other solution. When the algorithm has finished the 
designer may choose one or more solutions from the set that best meets their objectives given available trade-offs.  
The results show comparable or better performance in simulation than devices optimized manually or by other means. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
The design process for micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) has traditionally been based on 
simplified dynamic equations that describe the operation of the device being designed.  These dynamic 
equations are then solved and a resulting device is designed and built.  More recently, finite element 
modeling and simulation tools have become available that allow the designer to simulate a more complex 
model and analyze other aspects such as stresses, dynamic and transient response before building a 
device.   The next logical step has been to use intuition and field knowledge to make changes to the 
design and then test those changes in a new simulation, thus allowing the designer to “virtually” test their 
designs in order to cull inferior solutions and limit the number of variants that must by fabricated.   
This paper investigates the use of a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) to further automate the 
design process by optimizing the geometry of a synthesized design.  In this case, the designer is still 
responsible for determining the synthesis of the MEM device, but a computer can be responsible for the 
tedious task of iterating through variations in the size and shape of the individual components in order to 
best meet the design objectives.    This is a task that computers are well suited to as they can test many 
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thousands of design variations and simultaneously optimize all of the parameters to meet all design 
objectives.   
Genetic algorithms are a class of algorithms based on the concept of evolution. A solution is encoded 
into a series of parameters that make up a single “genome”. An initial population of genomes is generated 
at random and various genetic operators are applied in order to pass desirable traits to the next generation.   
Some such genetic operators include selection, crossover, elitism, and mutation.  Selection is the method 
by which a solution is chosen to continue as the basis for the next generation.  Crossover is a method of 
breeding two or more solutions from the selected set and combines them to form new solutions that 
inherit traits from their parents. Elitism is a mechanism that preserves good solutions as-is without 
crossover or mutation.  Finally, mutation is a mechanism by which new genetic material is introduced by 
randomly perturbing the parameters of solutions.  Specific GAs may implement different genetic 
operators or apply them differently in order to suit their specific needs. A good overview of genetic 
algorithms and evolutionary computing can be found in [1]. 
Multi-objective GAs have previously been used to synthesize and optimize the design of a MEM 
device.  For example in [2] and [3] multi-objective GAs were used to synthesize and design a MEM 
resonator in which the supporting springs are comprised of multiple beam elements of varying thickness 
and angle.  Because of the free-form nature of the spring design, a human expert was required to rank a 
portion of each population so that the resulting devices are manufacturable, and to avoid problems like 
near misses where spring elements may collide when in operation. Other multi-objective algorithms use 
the concept of Pareto dominance [4] in which a solution is said to dominate another solution if it is 
superior in all objectives.  This concept allows us to compare apples to apples in the sense that the 
algorithm never needs to combine or compare different objectives eliminating the need for scaling factors.  
This class of GAs is the type that will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
The device to be optimized in this paper is a MEM electric field sensor (Figure 1.)  The sensor uses a 
pair of thermal actuators to oscillate a perforated grounded shutter above a set of fixed electrodes [5].  
Four springs and two levers suspend the shutter over the electrodes.  The oscillating shutter “chops” an 
incident electric field, resulting in a periodic charge on the electrodes that is proportional to the magnitude 
of the electric field.  The sensor in [5] operated at resonance, which proved difficult to find and maintain 
in the presence of a rapidly changing strong electric field.  Outside of resonance, the initial design does 
not meet the required specifications.  The desire to build a non-resonant sensor required the careful 
optimization of the geometric parameters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1:  Photograph of Fabricated Sensor [5]. Figure 2:  Genetic Algorithm Flowchart. 
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2. Genetic algorithm 
The algorithm implemented is a multi-objective niched Pareto GA [4,6].  The MEM design objectives 
include maximal shutter displacement (5μm required), minimum shear stress, minimum actuator 
temperature, and a resonant frequency near 2kHz.  The initial population size was chosen to be 500, large 
enough to maintain a fair distribution of solutions, but small enough that each generation can be evaluated 
in a reasonable amount of time.  The population is created by randomly choosing values for 25 different 
structural parameters within pre-determined ranges.  Each design is analyzed using the finite element 
analysis software COMSOL Multiphysics™ through the MATLAB™ live link.  The algorithm evolves 
the population using niched Pareto tournament selection choosing the fittest solutions as the basis for 
subsequent generations.  Single point crossover, mutation, and elitism (Figure 2) are applied to introduce 
new genetic material while maintaining successful solutions.  
Niched Pareto tournament selection [4] operates by randomly selecting from the current population 
two solutions as well as a random tournament sub-population.  Each solution in the sub-population is then 
compared in terms of Pareto dominance to the two selected solutions.  A solution “dominates” another if 
it is superior in all objectives. If any solution in the tournament sub-population dominates one solution 
but not the other, then the non-dominated solution is selected.  If both solutions are dominated or not 
dominated by the tournament sub-population then they are considered to be equal and a niching strategy 
is employed.  Niching is used to preserve the distribution of solutions preventing the population from 
converging to one solution and favours a wide distribution in the objective space.  
Selection is repeated until 150 solutions have been chosen from the current population. These solutions 
are the basis for crossover where each solution is “bred” with another and two children are created that 
inherits properties of both parents.  Elitism is used by adding the parents to the next generation, which 
helps preserve good solutions from the previous generation that could be lost through crossover.  
Mutation is then used to randomly perturb each solution slightly introducing new genetic material.  The 
algorithm was run for 45 generations, which amounts to 22,500 total sensor designs analyzed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 3: Plots of maximum XY shear stress (Pa) vs. maximum temperature (K) vs. shutter displacement (m) 
for generations 1-45 showing convergence towards a Pareto front. 
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Figure 3 shows the progression from the initial random population from generation 1 to 45.   The 
colours represent the resonant frequency of each solution while the axes represent maximum temperature, 
shutter displacement and maximum XY shear stress.  As can be seen in the plot for generation 1, the 
solutions are all poor with high resonant frequencies and little or no displacement while maximum 
temperature and shear stress seem to be distributed over a wide range.  The plot of the generation 45 
shows convergence towards a Pareto front, most clearly seen in the plane of shutter displacement and 
maximum temperature.  Of the non-dominated solutions from the last five generations, 356 meet the 
desired specifications for fabrication; a few are shown in Table 1.  A major benefit of this algorithms 
approach is that the end result is not a single solution but a set that represents the available trade-offs 
between objectives.   The designer is then free to choose from the set of solutions one or more designs 
that may put a higher value on certain objectives than others.   
Table 1. Selected Results from GA (cases 1-3) that meet the 5μm displacement requirement, along with the design of Figure 1   
(case  4). 
3. Conclusion 
This paper has shown that applying a niched Pareto genetic algorithm to the optimization of a MEMS 
design can be an effective way to meet multiple conflicting objectives. The niched Pareto approach 
differs from other genetic algorithms in that the solution set converges not to a single “best” solution, but 
rather returns a set of non-dominated solutions that approximate the Pareto front. Applying the genetic 
algorithm only to the optimization as opposed to design synthesis simplifies the search space requiring 
little additional input. Future work includes the application of niched Pareto genetic algorithms to other 
MEMs devices as well as a more in-depth investigation into the affects of population size and rates of 
mutation on convergence. The use of other more complex genetic operators such as multipoint crossover 
also warrants further investigation. 
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Case # Voltage (V) Temp. (k) Shear Stress (MPa) Freq. (Hz) 
1. High Displacement 0.84 338.9 9.45 2461.7 
2. High Frequency 0.96 352.6 23.86 3511.1 
3. Low Stress 1.1 357.7 5.52 2311.4 
4. Design in [5] (non- 
resonance operation) 
3.2 907.1 352.82 3857.9 
